On solving the master equation in spatially periodic systems.
We present a new method for solving the master equation for a system evolving on a spatially periodic network of states. The network contains 2(ν) images of a "unit cell" of n states, arranged along one direction with periodic boundary conditions at the ends. We analyze the structure of the symmetrized (2(ν)n) × (2(ν)n) rate constant matrix for this system and derive a recursive scheme for determining its eigenvalues and eigenvectors, and therefore analytically expressing the time-dependent probabilities of all states in the network, based on diagonalizations of n × n matrices formed by consideration of a single unit cell. We apply our new method to the problem of low-temperature, low-occupancy diffusion of xenon in the zeolite silicalite-1 using the states, interstate transitions, and transition state theory-based rate constants previously derived by June et al. [J. Phys. Chem. 95, 8866 (1991)]. The new method yields a diffusion tensor for this system which differs by less than 3% from the values derived previously via kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations and confirmed by new KMC simulations conducted in the present work. The computational requirements of the new method are compared against those of KMC, numerical solution of the master equation by the Euler method, and direct molecular dynamics. In the problem of diffusion of xenon in silicalite-1, the new method is shown to be faster than these alternative methods by factors of about 3.177 × 10(4), 4.237 × 10(3), and 1.75 × 10(7), respectively. The computational savings and ease of setting up calculations afforded by the new method of master equation solution by recursive reduction of dimensionality in diagonalizing the rate constant matrix make it attractive as a means of predicting long-time dynamical phenomena in spatially periodic systems from atomic-level information.